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Executive Summary
The majority of this document gives an overview of the foundational elements of the web user
interfaces in general. Description of this necessary initial phase leads to an outline of the
mobile crowd-sourcing tool currently under development.

1. Introduction
Web User Interfaces is a general term used to describe the presentation of the transkribus
functionality to people via a web browser as distinct from the Expert tool desktop application.
1.1.

Web UI foundation

The approach taken in the first year of the project was to provide a solid shared foundation
for all web UI elements. This has been achieved with the use of the python-django framework
which is designed to allow the rapid development of websites (projects) from re-usable
functional components (applications). The following diagram shows the various elements and
functions of the web UI and how they make use of a shared communication utilities to
communicate with the Transkribus RESTful web service.

READ web user interfaces overview
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2 Related applications
The four central elements of the web UI are described below. These can be considered as
separate interfaces with distinct purposes and audiences. They each make use of different
functions of the overall web UI. This approach has been mapped to the Django concept of
projects and applications, where applications are standalone programs that perform a given
function and can be combined with other applications in a given project. So the four elements
below represent a Django project that delivers a website with a distinct purpose and audience
and further mentions of “projects” is in reference to these rather than the project as a whole.

My
Collections

An interface for the collection owners and editors to view
statistics on their collections and the use thereof. Also
provides an editing interfaces for transcription, proof
reading and some administrative actions.

e-learning

Present fragments of image/texts with missing words for the
purpose of transcription practice. Provide performance
feedback to the user and potential for threshold for
admission to crowd-sourcing projects.

Crowdsourcing

Publish

An interface that allows registered users access to selected
collections to use editing interfaces for transcription and
metadata tagging.

Present to the general public the “finished product” from
crowd-sourcing or institutional enhancement projects - fully
transcribed tagged documents.

READ web user interface projects

Each of the web UI projects has been designed to work well on a range of devices including mobiles.
This has been achieved by using the responsive bootstrap framework throughout and testing the
interface with Google’s “Mobile Friendly Websites” tool and in more depth with mobiReady.
2.1 Description of Applications
Applications in this sense refer to the Django applications that perform a given task and
represent reusable building blocks of the projects. The applications are designed to respond

to context such as the type of user accessing them and other parameters to provide the user
experience warranted by that project. So an administrator accessing the dashboard via the
“My Collections” project will have a difference experience compared to a public user accessing
via a crowd-sourcing project that is constrained to a single collection.

Dashboard
The dashboard application brings together and refactors data on users, activity and page
status to provide an overview for collection owners and editors. For individual users the
dashboard will provide a profile page collating data for that specific user within a collection
and the data on their interactions with the documents.

Initial My Collections dashboard allows a view of collections associated with that user.

Document dashboard view shows activity per document to collection owner/editor and page thumbnails with indication
of page status

Edit
The Edit application presents the page images for transcription and enhancement. Different
views are available so that the most appropriate can be used for a given task - such as
transcription, tagging metadata proofreading and correction. There is no prescription of view
to task, this can be the choice of the collection owner at deployment.

In-line/modal transcription editing, aka line by line

Figure "Side-by-side" transcription editing

Search
The search function of the transkribus web service based on apache solr became available
earlier this year. Presently full-text searches for documents is possible via this API with
metadata searches are due to follow. Discovery of documents and the text within documents,
as well as faceted search and metadata indexing of content will be added to most of the web
interface elements in the coming year (eg my collections, crowd-sourcing and publish/view).

Index
A section of the web-UI currently known as the library Renders of indexes for collections,
documents, pages, transcripts, also regions and lines. The library is a demonstrator of the
indexing capabilities that will be used to some degree in several of the web-UI elements.

Full indexes of collections, documents and pages.

View
A view of transcript and/or image with visual indications of enhancements on image and
transcript. Views will show region and line data where appropriate on image and transcript.
Styling of transcript text as appropriate and highlighting of metadata in text with linking via
metadata searches between pages, documents and where appropriate between collections.
This application will be the focus of the publish element of the web-UIs.

3 Mobile crowd sourcing tools
Although all projects have been designed with mobile in mind certain projects have a
particular focus on delivering transkribus functionality to hand held devices and as such have
been conceived as simple, small and involve tasks that can be undertaken over small periods
of time. One such of these takes some of the smaller tasks suitable for crowd sourcing and
delivers these in a stripped down, simple way.
Building on the applications already deployed (mainly edit and read utilities) and currently in
development is a tool to present words that have been marked in a transcript with the TEI
unclear tag http://www.tei-c.org/release/doc/tei-p5-doc/en/html/ref-unclear.html. These
words will be presented for correction to general users within a minimal (but expandable)
context.

